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WHAT’S NEW WITH RIGHTSLINK FOR SCIENTIFIC COMMUNICATIONS 
We are pleased to announce the latest RightsLink for Scientific Communication release, targeted for 17 
December 2019. 

 

RightsLink for Scientific Communications’ December release introduces enhanced support for Read and 
Publish, Publish and Read, Pure OA and other transformative agreements with a new touch-free 
workflow that removes the author, and optionally the institution or funder from the APC payment and 
funding workflow.   
 

There are two ways that the workflow can be touch-free: 

 

1. The publisher sets a flag on the special billing profile alerting RightsLink that an APC transaction 
should be automatically created based on the pricing and discount rules associated with the 
profile.   

2. The institution or funder partner can set an automatic-approval flag on the special billing profile 
eliminating the need for funding approval on the APC transaction. 

 
The Results? 
 

• Expedited publication. The moment an article is accepted, it is presented to the agreement 
partner for funding approval. 

• Reduced friction for authors. Many transformative agreements require no author involvement 
in the “publish” part of the agreement. Institutions and funders expect that manuscripts that 
meet the eligibility criteria of the agreement are published open access immediately and 
without delay. 

• Promotion of the benefits of the agreements to authors. While the authors are not prompted 
to complete an APC transaction once funding is approved, the author is notified that their 
article has been funded based on the agreement in place between their publisher and 
institution/funder. 

• Reduced costs for all parties. Without authors engaged in the APC payment workflow, there 
will be fewer delays in creating the funding requests, fewer needs to contact customer service 
and fewer touches needed by institutions and funders. 

• Full transparency. Because RightsLink will create and track the APC transactions automatically, 
all stakeholders have full visibility into the efficacy of the agreement, including spend against 
budget, overall activity, plus author, manuscript and transaction details. 

With this new workflow, RightsLink for Scientific Communications is a unique solution that enables 
Read and Publish agreements between publishers and institutions without requiring author 
involvement. Read more detailed notes about this new workflow here.  
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In addition, the RightsLink for Scientific Communications team continues to support client requests and 
maintain technical excellence. Read through this release preview to learn more about additional 
December release updates, including:  
 

• Expanded invoicing choices – quarterly and semi-annual options – to support variant deal 
requirements 

• Improved usability of the Special Billing Profile form  

• Ability to customize the APC Token discount percentage 

• Enhancements to profile including allowing past dates as profile start date 

• Ability to customize the “Bill Me” label 

• Publisher Portal updates including “type of OA” indicator  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Questions? Contact Shannon Reville at 
sreville@copyright.com or your Account Manager. 

mailto:sreville@copyright.com
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CONTINUING SUPPORT FOR TRANSFORMATIVE AGREEMENTS 
Agreement management tools must be adopted for publishers to benefit from these changes 
 
Release of a new touch-free workflow option that removes researchers from the funding process 
The December 2019 release is particularly exciting due to the release of a new touch-free workflow. 
This workflow is enabled by a new setting on the special billing profiles that allows automatic 
transactions for eligible manuscripts where the funding request is submitted to the institution for 
approval or denial. Accepted manuscripts will be matched to a special billing profile, and authors will 
not need to process their APCs. The new touch-free workflow will: 
 

• Run all the publisher’s special pricing and determine the applicable charges and base APCs 

• Apply available discounts in the manuscript metadata 

• Apply any available APC Token or Threshold discounts to the special billing profile 

• Determine any applicable taxes based on the profile’s billing locations 

• Submit the funding request to the applicable institution’s dashboard for a funding decision 

 

This feature supports deals where the researcher must be removed from the APC funding workflow 
and institutions do not want them involved until a funding decision has been made. If the institution 
approves funding for a touch-free transaction, then the primary author will receive an email from 
RightsLink both congratulating them on their acceptance and the fact that their APCs were approved 
for funding by their institution. Similarly, if the funding is denied by the institution, RightsLink will send 
an email to the author to inform them of the denial of APC funding, and prompt them to pay the APCs 
on their own via standard checkout.  
 
The touch-free setting is available for 
all new profiles created after the 
December release. Due to technical 
requirements, if you would like the 
setting turned on for an existing 
special billing profile, you will need to 
suspend the existing profile and create 
a new profile for that agreement with 
the new touch-free setting enabled. 
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Expanded invoicing choices to support varying deal requirements 
To support an even broader range of agreement attributes, we have added two new invoicing 
cadences to our profile settings: Quarterly and Semi-Annually. This will allow publishers to honor deals 
where less frequent invoicing is required. 
 
We have also given the option to either aggregate all orders into one invoice or to send an invoice with 
every transaction that the institution approved. This is important because, depending on the deal and 
whether a funder is involved, institutions may require all orders on one invoice, or they may need an 
individual invoice for each order to help prove where funds went to on a certain manuscript. For 
example: 
 

• Aggregated + Monthly = One invoice sent to the institution on the 1st of every month that 
includes all orders from the past month. 

• Per Transaction + Quarterly = On April 1st, July 1st, October 1st, and January 1st, the institution 
will receive an individual invoice for every order placed in the preceding quarter. 

 

 
 
 
Improved usability of the Special Billing Profile form by splitting into multiple steps 
Since releasing the first suite of agreement management tools in February 2018, significant 
functionality has been added to the platform in support of transformative agreements and other OA 
deals. As a result, our special billing profile form became the hub of information and required a 
usability refresh in order to remain easy to manage. We worked with several client publishers to 
determine the best way to split up the special billing profiles into a set of logical steps. Now, instead of 
completing one big form, the process is split into five steps and a final confirmation page. 
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In the future, we are looking to expand on this multi-step process by adding a “Save & Finish Later” 
option, prefill functionality, and several more usability features that will make the creation of a new 
profile simple and smooth.  
 
Ability to customize the APC Token discount percentage  
Our APC tokens will be even more useful with the December release as we make the token discount 
percentage customizable. Before December, APC Tokens always applied a 100% discount to the 
funding requests until all tokens were depleted. As of December, publishers can customize that 
percentage. 
 

 
 
Example: if you create a special billing profile with 50 APC tokens and a discount of 30%, then the next 
50 funding requests placed under that profile will automatically receive 30% off the top of the APC 
price. This is the setup shown in the image above. 
 
Allow past date as profile start date 

In response to client feedback, we are making it possible to set a past date as a profile start date. This 
is particularly important for profiles that also look at manuscript acceptance dates. By setting a past 
date as the profile start date, you are enabling the profile to match to manuscripts that may have been 
accepted before the date of profile creation. 
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Report and API additions to benefit both Publishers and Institutions 
In the December release we will be adding the name of the profile under which a funding request was 
placed to the Transaction Summary Report and the Get Transaction Details API method. With this 
information, publishers and institutions can filter out transactions/funding requests based on the 
profile under which they were submitted. This will also make it very easy for publishers to distinguish 
funding request transactions from standard transactions; standard transactions will have a blank space 
in the profile name column that’s being added to the report. 
 
We have also added a new filter to the Transaction Summary Report on Publisher Portal: Funding 
Status. Using this new filter, publishers can isolate the orders that were approved for funding, denied 
for funding, still pending a decision, or determine all the orders that were not involved in an 
agreement (these would be “No Funding Requested”). 
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Ability to add a VAT ID to the profile after initial profile creation 
We learned that publishers do not have the VAT ID information for their institutions when starting to 
create their special billing profiles, and that it would be helpful to be able to add one later, after the 
profile is already active. For invoice compliance reasons, we cannot allow publishers to edit a VAT ID 
once one is saved to a profile (you would need to suspend and create a new profile to do that). 
However, as of December we will allow publishers to add a VAT ID to the special billing profile after 
initial creation, so long as there has never been a VAT ID added to the profile before. 
 

 
 
 
 
Put “Bill Me” label in Manage Configurations tab so that it can be customized 

The “Bill Me” option is displayed on the profile match pop up, when a manuscript matches to a profile. 
The “Bill Me” option allows users to seek funding directly from their institution, bypass the funding 
we’ve matched them to, and pay the APCs on their own.  
 
Like much of our Payment UI, we are making the “Bill Me” label customizable. While we cannot yet 
make it specific to the profile or organization being shown as a funding option, you will be able to 
change the wording to something more specific or preferable, such as: 
 

• “Forgo institutional funding and pay APCs on my own” 

• “I am not eligible for funding from this organization and would like to pay myself” 

• “I would like to be invoiced for my APCs” 
The tools to customize this label are in the “Manage Configurations” tab in the Publisher Portal, under 
the “UI Custom Text” subtab. The label can be up to 100 characters in length and include a hyperlink if 
necessary. In the immediate term, it will be the last message listed when editing a custom text set. 
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Include Digital Object Identifier (DOI) & author email address in all institutional emails 
In response to feedback from institutional admins using the agreement management tools, we are 
adding the DOI and author email address to all institutional notifications regarding a manuscript or 
funding request. While this information has been on some emails, and available on our funding request 
dashboard, feedback indicated it would be useful to include this information throughout the 
institutional admin experience when reviewing a request for funding. 
 

IMPROVEMENTS IN PUBLISHER PORTAL 
No implementation changes are required to benefit from these new features 
 
Added Type of OA Indicator (Pure or Hybrid) setting for Journals  
 
CCC is excited to announce a new Type of OA option in our “Journals” area of the “Manage 
Configuration” tab. This feature is optional, but if added by the publisher, it will be used in the future 
to drive functionality for the agreement management tools. For example, when limiting agreements 
only to Hybrid OA journals or showing the indicator on the funding dashboard when institutions are 
confirming funding eligibility, the functionality will be accessible. We recognize this distinction as 
growing in importance in the current market, so we are excited to lay the groundwork in December so 
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that we can use it to drive rules in the future. The Type of OA options will be Pure or Hybrid, and if 
Hybrid is selected, we will allow an area for you to indicate the expected transition date, when 
applicable. We will not automatically turn the type of OA indicator to Pure on this date but will look to 
use this date in the future to communicate your plans with your institutional partners or develop new 
report features.   
 
Though the application of this Type of OA indicator will require someone to set it for each journal, 
there is import/export functionality available on the Journals tab so that you can complete a bulk 
action and set these types up quickly. Again, this is an optional setting and does not need to be added 
if it does not apply to your journals. 
 

ENCOURAGING TRANSACTION INITIATION 
Implementation changes are required to enable 
this new feature  
 
Send reminder emails until a transaction is 
placed 
Publishers will now have a new configuration 
option to send more than just the three emails 
we send today inviting the transaction of APCs. 
We listened to a wealth of feedback suggesting 
that our offer, reminder, and final reminder is 
sometimes not enough to spur an author to 
transact. If a publisher turns on this new 
extended reminder feature in their 
configuration, we will send the final reminder 
email repeatedly, at a regular cadence (defined 
by the publisher) until a transaction has been 
placed. This feature is in direct response to 
feedback from our publishers, so we expect 
several publishers will be prompt in turning it 
on. However, we suggest publishers seriously 
consider the cadence in which they would like 
to send these reminders as to not fatigue 
authors who may be coordinating funding with 
their institutions outside our system; the 
default setting we have in place is every 30 
days. Please note: If an author calls and 
requests these emails, you can share that we 
aim to add functionality for that in our next 
release (estimated March 2020). 
 


